* Parsers operating on Finnish were not available until January 2000, the material is now tagged with Conexor Light Syntax of Finnish which operates on dependency grammar (Tapanainen, P. and Järvinen, T. 1997) TERM TERM PROBABILITY % 0/100 25 75
50
Statistical interpretation: Two or more words form a collocation if they operate together more often than alone
Questions: * how frequent must a word or a combination of words be to become a term? (Pearson, 1999) * what is meant by "alone" in the definition?
Life cycle approach: words form co-occurrence patterns with other words, and these in turn can act as a node to form new patterns COMPOSITIONALITY +/--+
Idioms

Free combinations
Compositional interpretation (e.g. Manning & Schütze, 1999) 
Notes:
The lemma 'toimenpide' occurs more frequently in the translation corpus (EU) than in the comparative corpus (FL), which suggests that it is more operative as a term in the context of European Union than in the domestic legislation.
Question:
Do the collocates of the lemma 'toimenpide' (translation 'measure') in the translations differ from the respective collocates found in the Finnish domestic legislation?
Method in the test analysis: * concordance study * manual lemmatization * frequency counts
Underlying principle * collocation is contextual in nature (see e.g. Lehr's discussion in German on the Firthian school of contextualism in collocation studies, in Lehr, 1993) (The total occurrences of 'RYHTYÄ' in positions 5L-5R amount to 1302 and they represent the percentage of 32,2 of all collocates of 'TOIMENPIDE') Discussion: 1) In collocation extraction, the number of intervening words seems to be language specific, and also dependent on the variety of the language that is under consideration. Heavy phrase structure is a typical feature of the Finnish legal language and therefore collocates can often be found at the extreme positions of the concordance window. This is exemplified with the example 1 above, where the lemma 'TOIMENPIDE' has a collocate verb 'RYHTYÄ' with the frequency of 448, in the position of 4 words left from the node.
2) When the positions are counted on ortographic basis, it is necessary to consider the problems of e.g. compound nouns and verb phrases. In this example, all five cases with two kinds of auxiliary verb structures feature this question: voidaan ryhtyä and on ryhdyttävä (translations can be undertaken and has/have to be undertaken respectively).
3) An open question remains, whether there is reasonable grounds for the assumption that collocation operates on a word class level. In the Finnish legal language there is reason to consider the notion of collocation as based rather on semantic than on syntactic criteria. Therefore, the word combination verb + noun structure 'RYHTYÄ + TOIMENPIDE' (translation 'to UNDERTAKE + a MEASURE') would be equivalent to (e.g.) a compound noun 'RYHTYMINEN + TOIMENPIDE' (translation: UNDERTAKING + MEASURE as in undertaking of the measure in question), and they would be considered as instances of the same collocational pattern.
"COLLOCATIONAL" RANGES OF THE LEMMA 'TOIMENPIDE'
Interpretation:
The most common collocate for the noun 'toimenpide' in the translation corpus is the verb 'toteuttaa' ('to realize'), with the percentage of 28 per cent of all co-occurring words. This collocate appears in the comparative corpus only in legal documents derived from either the European Union directives of the Council of Europe treaties.
In the comparative corpus (FL), the most common collocate is 'ryhtyä' ('to undertake'), 35 per cent of all co-occurring words. This collocate is found in the translation corpus, but only in 1.5 per cent of the cases.
The comparative corpus (FL) also features with a collocate 'säätää' ('to legislate') with 8 per cent of the co-occurring words. This suggests that the noun 'toimenpide' ('measure') has a wider semantic space in the European Union translations which includes the meaning 'act of law', whereas such a semantic interpretation cannot be made regarding the Finnish legislation where the collocate is not present.
Conclusion:
These findings seem to suggest that from the point of view of lexical co-occurrence, the translations and the domestic Finnish legislation do not represent the same variety of Finnish although they are samples of the same LSP (see e.g. Trosborg 1997a Trosborg , 1997b ).
The notion of collocation then can be seen from two points of view. Firstly, collocation can be seen as a language specific pattern, in which case the definition can vary between languages and approaches. And secondly, it can be seen as an universal feature operating on "all" languages in which case the definition of collocation might need to be reworked. 
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